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for modern  
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DESIGN
is all around us
Modern interiors revolve around minimalist, sophisticated 
interior design themes consisting of clean lines, neutral 
tones and maximised use of space. 

Designed to blend in with the modern environment, 
Legrand’s new consumer units are perfectly placed to  
stand the test of time.
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CONSUMER UNITS...  
DESIGN OF THE TIMES

Legrand’s insulated and metal consumer units are 

manufactured to white RAL 9003, creating a stylish, 

understated inish which blends in perfectly with  

modern interiors.    

MEETING THE DEMANDS  
OF MODERN LIVING

There is an increasing demand for additional electrical 

circuits due to the popularity of smart home solutions, 

and a growing requirement for dedicated circuits for 

items such as hard wired smoke detectors, photovoltaic 

panels and electric vehicle charging points.

Legrand’s consumer units are available with up to 22 

ways, including a custom build option which offers 

complete choice and lexibility. 

The demands of modern 

living have led to the 

requirement for an 

increased number of 

electrical circuits 

Discreet semi-flush mounting option available Growth in requirement for dedicated circuitsIncreasing popularity of home automation and control
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design  
is more than  

skin deep

With an array of design innovations making 

them easy to install, Legrand’s consumer 

units save valuable time and money during 

installation... allowing you to relect on the 

generous wiring space and the all-round 

extra protection.

Legrand consumer units  

are itted as standard with  

80 A RCDs 

Rigid base with 

multiple cut-outs

Removable  

pan assembly

Rail positioned  

for maximum 

cabling space

Removable terminal 

holders with screws in 

backed-off position

Insulated  

shield

Hinged door conceals 

protection devices and 

labelling

Cut-to-length busbar 

for lexible on-site 

coniguration

White RAL 9003 

case with high ire 

retardancy. 

Self extinguishing  

at 750°C
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EASY ACCESS 
Features include a 

removable pan assembly, 

earth terminal holder that 

simply clips into place, and 

multiple cut-outs to the 

unit’s back, bottom, top 

and sides.

ON-SITE 
CONFIGURATION 
For lexible on-site 

coniguration, simply cut 

busbar to the required 

length.

PROTECTION 
OPTIONS 
Legrand has everything 

you need to complete 

your installation: isolating 

switches, RCDs, NEW RX3 

MCBs and RCBOs.

Guide to choosing the right 
consumer unit coniguration  

under the 17th Edition
 

Dual RCD split load with dedicated main switch ways -  

Select MCBs and RCBOs to complete installation

 

Dual RCD split load -  

Select MCBs to complete installation

 

Main switch incomer -  

Select RCBOs to complete installation

 

RCD incomer -  

Select MCBs to complete installation

 
Custom build -  

Maximum lexibility
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